By KENDRA MORMILLO

The alleged violations of University policies by campus bands has resulted in a recent crackdown on the enforcement of such policies.

Joe Cassidy, director of Student Activities, has sent out notices informing bands of rules they must follow and the penalties for breaking those rules.

The following is a summary of the notice from Cassidy in forming bands of University policies:

When band is playing at off-campus locations (various bars, advertising is limited to the Observer, Scholaristic, and WYFI. Violations punishable by $100 fine.

When playing at campus-sponsored event, flyers must be approved by SAB. Violations punishable by $25 fine.

You have been blessed with musical talents that you should be sharing with your friends and fellow students,” Cassidy said in the letter. “Please abide by these minimal guidelines so as not to incur any financial repercussions.”

Cassidy stressed that the notice was informational in nature. “We sent the letter to bands to inform them of policies that were being severely broken,” he said. “There is not a ban on advertising (The bands) just have to advertise within certain guidelines.” He said these policies are not new.

Most band members said see BAN, page 3
Of Interest

A series of Shakespeare movies will begin tonight at 7 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. The first film will be Franco Zeffirelli's classic version of "Romeo and Juliet." Admission is free and all are welcome. -The Observer

Emergency room internship information meeting for students interested in a unique experience next year at a local hospital emergency room will be held tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Room 104 of O'Shaughnessy Hall. -The Observer

SMC Hall Elections: There will be mandatory meetings tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m. on 3rd floor Haggar College Center for all those interested in running for hall office for 1987-88. All four members of each ticket must be present at one of the two meetings. -The Observer

BACCUS will sponsor two awareness programs tonight. The first will be a lecture and discussion with Dr. Steve Nelson, Director of Student Activities at Dartmouth College. The topic will be a different perspective on the alcohol policy, and it will take place at 9 p.m. in the Notre Dame Room, 2nd floor LaFortune. The second event will be a drinking demonstration at 10 p.m. in the Grace Pit. It will provide first-hand experience with Indiana law and field sobriety tests. All are welcome. -The Observer

Charity Ball dorm representatives must pick up very important information today from 3-5:30 in 243 Badin. -The Observer

The University Counseling Center is sponsoring a 2-day workshop, entitled "When Date Becomes Rape," is designed for both men and women. A film will be shown, followed by a discussion. The workshop is tonight at 6:30 in 117 Haggar. -The Observer

The Justice Education Panel of Saint Mary's will host the panel discussion "Responsibilities Through Individual Groups to Systemic Injustice Within the Criminal Justice System." The workshop is tonight at 9 p.m. in the Stapleton Lounge of LeMans Hall. The program is sponsored by the Saint Mary's Department of Justice Education. -The Observer

Seniors interested in volunteer service after graduation may meet with Fr. Cal DeLeviel of the Glenmary Organization, "Careers in Commercial Banking," tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Stapleton Lounge of LeMans Hall. The program is sponsored by the NDSCC, an SMC Employee Association. -The Observer

A Simple Meal of soup, rice, bread and salad will be served this evening in Lines B, C, and F of the North Dining Hall and on the west side of the South Dining Hall. All students are invited to make the sacrifice and experience how two-thirds of the world live. This event is sponsored by the NDSMC Charity Ball Committee. -The Observer

"Careers in Commercial Banking," is the title of a lecture to be given by the Northern Trust Company in Chicago tonight at 7 p.m. in 1st Hays-Healy. The lecture is sponsored by the Arts and Letters Business Society. -The Observer

Weather

Hey, baby, it's cold outside! Mostly cloudy today with a 40 percent chance of snowshowers. Windy and cold with highs in the mid 30s. Clearing and cold tonight. Low around 20. Partly sunny and not as cold Wednesday. High around 40.

To censor Bookstore tourney is to go way out of bounds

Mark Mclaughlin
Projects Manager

Position available for
SAB ASSISTANT CONTROLLER

Please contact Jeff at 3242 ASAP

SAB Assistant Controller

Position available for public & disbursements controls

Applications for the 1987-88 staff are available in the Student Activities Office (3rd floor LaFortune).

The deadline for all applications is April 8th.
Loughridge said the greatest effect of the ban will be the need for bands to advertise elsewhere, such as The Observer or WVFI. He feels that WVFI would not reach a large enough audience and that The Observer is too expensive. WVFI would not reach a large enough audience and that The Observer is too expensive.

"Somebody said it's because we're drawing an underage audience group to the bars," he said. "That's not true. My friends don't go because they're underage."

Loughridge claims about putting them up, since he

"Well I think about the ban. But when you read Mary Jacoby's article on the ban that appeared in The Observer last week, Loughridge claims not to have received official notice. He said he had already printed flyers for The Law's next appearance and thought about putting them up, since he was never officially informed of anything.

Loughridge said he was not sure of the reason for the ban. "Somebody said it's because we're drawing an underage audience group to the bars," he said. "That's not true. My friends don't go because they're underage."

ND AVE APTS.
Early Bird Special
Now renting for Fall
2 Bedroom completely furnished
Sign up before break and receive a 10 percent discount
Call 234-6647
Protected by Pinkerton Security Agency

Student Government

Are you interested in helping to manage and account for $385,000?

If you are a SOPHOMORE business major who enjoys working with money and people, STUDENT GOVERNMENT needs you as the Student Body Assistant Treasurer.

-Student Body Assistant Treasurer aids the Student Body Treasurer in disbursing funds for:
  Student Government
  SAB
  Halls
  Clubs and organizations
  This is in preparation for your creation of THE STUDENT BODY TREASURER the following year.

-Applications are available in the Treasurer's office 2nd floor LaFortune between 12:45-30.
  Due on Tuesday, April 7th by 4:30 pm.
  Any questions, contact Chris Grandpre at 239-7417.
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Sign here
Senior Gwen Taddonio explains the procedure as Paul Kolecki signs up for his senior portraits.

Student chosen as finalist in college photo competition

By DEIRDRE FINN

Senior Michele Chlebek, an art major at Saint Mary's College, was chosen as a finalist in the seventh annual college photography contest. Finalists of the contest, sponsored by Photographers Forum magazine, represent the top eight percent of the entries from students throughout the United States and Canada. Though she was nominated into this group, she did not receive any monetary awards through the final selection process.

Michele said she learned of the contest from her professor, Douglas Tyler, while taking a photography class last fall. She entered an abstract, black-and-white photograph that had been faked for unknowingly violating University policy, Cassidy replied that his office is not aware of all campus bands.

Cassidy insisted that, contrary to what many believe, the University is not trying to charge bands extra money by forcing them to pay more for advertising. He said that he saw an effective form of band advertising while working at another university. That university's newspaper had a special column called "Upbeat" that announced where and when all campus bands were playing each week.

When told of the frustration among band members who said they had never been informed of the policies and could have been fined for unknowingly violating University policy, Cassidy replied that his office is not aware of all campus bands.

The Observer
The Observer is accepting applications for the following paid positions:

Typists

Questions should be directed to Jim Winkler at the Observer office (239-5313).

Arts & Letters presents

March 31
ROMEO & JULIET
director Franco Zeffirelli

April 6
THRONES OF BLOOD
(Japanese Macbeth)
director Akira Kurosawa

April 13
A MIDSUMMER'S NIGHT DREAM
Royal Shakespeare Company

April 27
KING LEAR
director Peter Brook

NO ADMISSION
7:00 pm Engineering Auditorium
Checkmark
continued from page 1

sometimes very difficult to
know which ones are really the
very popular courses," he said.
Although there will be more
checkmarked courses this
semester, he said, "It is not any­
where near what it was a year or so ago.

"Worse," he added, "I am also
working with department heads on classes in which stu­
dents put their experience in
preparation for the competition. In
these classes, students could have been
added, without changing the nature of the course or impos­
ing an additional burden on the instructors.

"I have asked for help from the
(department) chairmen when reviewing the prioritized
class lists and this, together with the selective checkmark
procedure, in many instances avoids most of the difficulties faced by stu­
dents," he said.

Increasing the number of
checkmark courses, however,
is only a short term solution to

Business contest results
to be announced soon

By S A N D Y  C E R I M E L E
Senior Staff Reporter

The results of the sixth an­
nual MBA Invitational Case
Competition currently under­
way at Notre Dame will be
revealed at an awards dinner
at the conclusion of the compe­
tition tonight.

"The basic guidelines of the
competition," said Perry Del­
leuze, President of the Student MBA Association, "are that
each team is provided with the
basic necessities for preparing
the computer system, paper and micro­
computers. Also each team  is given
24 hours to prepare for their
presentation."

"The judges will make their
decisions based on a team 's
im portant elements of the
competition," he added.

All the universities compet­
iting have very good MBA pro­
grams," pointed out Reilly.

"The judges will make their
decisions based on a team 's
im portant elements of the
competition," he added.

"The only real solution lies
with the students and the adminis­
tration in the in tra­
structure of the courses in the MBA pro­
gram," he said.

"The Administration is com­
mitt ed to a new computer sys­
tem and the conceptual design
for a new system has been com­
pleted," said Winicur. "The
Provoit has made this a high
priority," he added.

The proposed system would
be integrated with all the of­
fices that handle student services; fin­
ancial aid, housing, student ac­
counts, student records, every­thing that has to do with
students, he said.

Winicur said he hopes the
system can be fully operational
in about two years. "I think we
can have elements of it in place
in a year and a half and the
whole system in two years," he
said.

Even with a new computer system,
Winicur said Notre Dame will always need some
type of checkmark policy.

Session on broken families offered

By S A N D Y  C E R I M E L E
Staff Reporter

Saint Mary's and Notre
Dame students cop­
ing with the stress of living as adult
university students and the responsibil­
ities of being a parent will share their ex­
eriences in an informal discus­
sion Wednesday night.

"The judges will make their
decisions based on a team 's
im portant elements of the
competition," he added.

"The only real solution lies
with the students and the adminis­
tration in the in tra­
structure of the courses in the MBA pro­
gram," he said.

Another reason she is con­
cerned for these children is be­
cause they often undertake re­
ponsibilities for which they
are not prepared. She said the
children often feel stuck in the
middle and sharing those
feelings offers alternative ap­
proaches to their situations.

Her objective for the discus­

tion is to spur interest in estab­
lishing a regular support group
for students from such
families. She has a specific con­
cern for adult children who ex­
pire divorce because of the
serious psychological affects that
result from the sudden
split of a family unit.

"It is traumatic for them as
adults because it causes them to
be very concerned about es­
tablishing and maintaining
relationships of their own," said Benedict.

Another reason she is con­
cerned for these children is be­
cause they often undertake re­
ponsibilities for which they
are not prepared. She said the
children often feel stuck in the
middle and sharing those
feelings offers alternative ap­
proaches to their situations.

She has concentrated her ef­
forts on the establishment of a
campus group because of the
particular awareness of
relationships and family living
harbored in student life.

According to Benedict, the
discussion group will help the
students put their experience in
proper perspective. "Some­one
may be walking around with
the notion that the whole world
is married and happy when
that is simply not true and can
be a very alienating experi­
e nce," she said. According to
Benedict, the discussion will of­
ffer diverse religious perspec­
tives. Father Tom Stella of
Saint Mary's Campus Ministry will
represent the Catholic per­
spective. Benedict will share
her experiences as an atheist
who converted to Catholicism
in the process of her divorce.

Another reason she is concerned for
children is because they often undertake
responsibilities for which they
are not prepared. She said the
children often feel stuck in the
middle and sharing those
feelings offers alternative ap­
proaches to their situations.

She has concentrated her ef­
forts on the establishment of a

campus group because of the
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**U.S. embassy guards replaced as precaution**

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Marine Corps, cooperating with the State Department, said Mon­day it has agreed to replace all 28 security guards at the U.S. embassy in Moscow with other Marines as a special precau­tion.

The move follows the disc­losure that two former guards are suspected of repeatedly al­lowing Soviet agents in the em­bassy late at night in what has been called a critical breach of security.

Meanwhile, Pentagon sources said Cpl. Arnold Bracy, one of the former guards suspected of espionage, was reduced in rank from ser­geant for fraternization with a woman while in Moscow.

The sources, who asked not to be named, previously dis­closed both Bracy and Sgt. Clayton Lonetree became in­volved with Soviet women who worked at the embassy.

The sources said Bracy's re­duction in rank came last Au­gust, but it did not attract any

---

**‘Great Hunger Cleanup’ coming**

By ERIC HOLLAWAY

**News Staff**

The Great Hunger Cleanup to take place in South Bend on Saturday, Apr. 11, will involve several campus organizations at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

The Great Hunger Cleanup is a project whereby college students pledge to clean up their com­munity and donate the money gathered to fight hunger.

USA for Africa is organiz­ing the nationwide event in 61 cities. The Overseas De­velopment Network, the World Hunger Coalition and the Social Action Club of Saint Mary's are the groups responsible for implement­ing the event in the South Bend area.

"Many students feel they have no time to get involved in the event in the South Bend area,"

---

**WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO CALL YOUR PARENTS?**

**c) When you just miss hearing their voices and telling them what you’ve been doing.**

One thing about parents: they love to hear what you’ve been up to. But you should call them anyway.

And when they ask where you were last night, tell them that you always call using AT&T Long Distance Service because of AT&T’s high quality service and exceptional value.

When they ask how your stud­ies are going, remind them that AT&T gives you immediate credit if you dial a wrong number.

And when they ask about your plans for the weekend, note that you can count on AT&T for clear long distance connections.

And when, at last, you praise you for using AT&T, then—and only then—you might want to mention those Psych books.

---

**Carter serves as new envoy in Mideast**

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Former President Jimmy Carter will report to Secretary of State George Shultz on his five­nation Middle East trip, which began Friday as the Reagan administration steps up its diplomacy in the region.

Carter held nine hours of talks with Syrian President Hafez Assad, with whom the administration is barely in touch, and held talks also in Is­rael, Egypt, Jordan and Al­geria.

The former president said Sunday on NBC-TV’s “Meet the Press” that Assad had con­vinced him he knew nothing about the location of eight Americans held hostage in Lebanon by terrorists.

But Carter also said Assad “is now expressing for the first time his willingness to partici­pate in an international confer­ence to recognize Israel by direct negotiations with them.”

The administration downgraded its diplomatic and business contacts with Syria last November after conclud­ing that the Assad government sponsored terrorism against Americans abroad.

As a result, State Depart­ment officials were not able to hear about Assad’s views from Carter. His meeting with Shultz was disclosed by Melissa Montgomery, the former pres­ident’s press assistant.

Next week, two senior Jor­danian officials will hold talks with Shultz on prospects for negotiations with Israel.

The visit of Prime Minister Zayid Rafi and Foreign Mini­ster Tahir Masri on Monday and Tuesday marks stepped up U.S. interest in having the negotiations held in the context of a Mideast peace conference.

They will also discuss with Shultz a growing program of economic aid for the 1 million Palestinian Arabs who live on the West Bank of the Jordan
Neutralizing war chemicals costly

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Army says it will cost as much as $11 billion to destroy thousands of tons of aging and obsolete chemical weapons, a program ordered by Congress as part of the long-running fight over whether to build new gas weapons.

The latest cost figures were sent to Congress last week as the House Armed Services Committee prepared to begin writing a Pentagon budget for the fiscal year starting in October.

One change that could be made is the current 1994 deadline set by Congress last fall for the Army to dispose of all the weapons. The service admits it will have a difficult time meeting that target, and Rep. Larry Jenkins, R-Ky., a member of the committee, plans to offer an amendment eliminating the deadline.

Hokpins represents a district that includes one of the eight sites in the continental United States where the Army keeps its stockpile of chemical weapons - some of which date back to World War II.

Non-chemical war weapons have been built since 1969, when President Nixon ordered a halt to the program. But when President Reagan took office six years ago, he said it was needed to offset the current stockpile from bases in Honduras since December.

The authenticity of this and other photos could not be verified independently.

Contras riding into action

Contra activity appears to have increased since the resumption of U.S. military aid last fall. The Administration estimates that thousands of Contras have reinfiltated into Nicaragua from bases in Honduras since December.

Children come first

Associated Press

HACKENSACK, N. J. Children come first in Judge Harvey Sorkow's court, and there has been no exception to the rule in the landmark case of a 10-year-old girl born under a surrogate contract.

"I remind you all, this is a custody hearing for the best interest of the child," the bespectacled Superior Court jurist told attorneys in the widely publicized and highly emotional dispute. With little or no legal guidelines to follow, Sorkow will rule Tuesday on who should have custody of the chubby blonde girl known as Baby M and will set a precedent that could affect surrogate parenting nationwide.

"I believe this decision is like the first speaker in a debate," said Peter Simmons, dean of the Rutgers University law school.

Baby M was born on March 27, 1986, after Mary Beth Whitehead agreed to be artificially inseminated with William Stern's sperm and bear him and his wife a child for $10,000.

Mrs. Whitehead changed her mind about giving up the child, and Stern and his wife, Elizabeth, sued for custody.

As the assignment judge for family court in Bergen County, Sorkow often takes on the toughest cases himself. He arrives at the courthouse at about 8:30 a.m., long before other judges have arrived, and he often is the last to leave.

A avid photographer, Stern, 57, lives in Bergenfield with his wife, Pearl. He is a former state who has worked to keep himself isolated from the worldwide attention the trial attracted. He turned down all interview requests, and his staff was told to do the same.

He attended Washington University in St. Louis as an un dergraduate and received his law degree from Rutgers. After serving in family court, he was a municipal judge for several northern New Jersey communities.

On the bench, while taking copious notes on yellow legal pads, Sorkow runs a nononsense court and becomes angry when attorneys stumble toward a legal point or question his memory. He can read his notes back with the accuracy of a court reporter.

"Judge Sorkow feels very strongly about the best interest of the child being preeminent," said Alan Lippel, who has argued cases in Sorkow's court. "In a way, what the court is doing is playing the role of surrogate mother."

To ensure that Baby M-called Sara by Whitehead and Melissa by the Sterns - was fairly treated, Sorkow appointed a guardian, attorney Lorraine Abraham, who argued on the child's behalf.

She suggested the Sterns be given custody and that Whitehead be denied visitation rights for at least five years.

In addition to the custody decision, Sorkow must also decide whether the contract between Whitehead and the Sterns is valid. After closing arguments, he told the attorneys, Your arguments served to further crystalize for this court the legal and social burden.

Sorkow was not afraid to let his feelings known. He would not tolerate lawyers who argued their clients other than Baby M.

Neutralizing war chemicals costly

WASHINGTON - The Army says it will cost as much as $11 billion to destroy thousands of tons of aging and obsolete chemical weapons, a program ordered by Congress as part of the long-running fight over whether to build new gas weapons.

The latest cost figures were sent to Congress last week as the House Armed Services Committee prepared to begin writing a Pentagon budget for the fiscal year starting in October. The service admits it will have a difficult time meeting that target, and Rep. Larry Jenkins, R-Ky., a member of the committee, plans to offer an amendment eliminating the deadline.

Hokpins represents a district that includes one of the eight sites in the continental United States where the Army keeps its stockpile of chemical weapons - some of which date back to World War II.
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Quality of grad program depends on faculty

I have encountered a profound oversight which needs to be addressed if the Notre Dame reputation is to continue to flourish in the Valley era.

Christopher Ryan

guest column

Now that Notre Dame is at a sensitive juncture in her evolution, there is a problem that needs to be addressed if all of the work done in the Hesburgh era is not to be considered in vain. I worry about Notre Dame's plans and her plans for the future.

Specifically, I am concerned with the administration's key objectives: maintaining fine undergraduate education and developing a respected graduate program and research faculty. These goals are mandated by the trustees and alumni.

By instituting a graduate program, Notre Dame has taken on a complex responsibility. Its objective is to administer a graduate program of scholarship and research the equal of its already excellent undergraduate program.

"We are not in the top 10 and we never will be but that's not our goal." (Robert Gordon, Notre Dame Vice President)

In recent studies, quoted in the Notre Dame Magazine, "October 1983, p.4"

How does Notre Dame fare as the Hesburgh era comes to a close? On some measures, such as alumni giving, faculty pay, rating of the undergraduate program - we are doing very well. As an undergraduate college Notre Dame has achieved Sorin's goal of becoming a great American Catholic university. But its graduate program and its faculty are not living up to Sorin's dream.

As an undergraduate college, Notre Dame was ranked "Most Competitive" the best rating by "Barron's Guide to the Most Prestigious Colleges" (New York, 1984). Only 26 other schools were in this category.

As for endowment, Notre Dame now ranks 8th in the nation. Alumni giving is at record levels. Cash gifts in 1986 totaled $48.3 million, a record and 43% greater than 1985's $33.8 million, which totaled $48.3 million, a record and 43% greater than 1985's $33.8 million, which ranked 18th in the nation. Alumni giving, faculty pay, rating of the undergraduate program and research faculty to be highly ranked as well. They are not.

The faculty is ranked highly only in its compensation. It does not produce new knowledge anywhere near the rate at which it gets support from the alumni. The graduate students do not go on to teach at the best universities.

In 1982 the National Assessment of Research and Doctoral Programs gave Notre Dame poor marks. The response of Notre Dame's administration to this?

"We are not in the top 10 and we never will be but that's not our goal."

What then is our goal? To have an overpaid, mediocre faculty forever?

Consider a recent rating of Economists' faculties. In 1984 the "American Economic Review" published an article (vol. 74 no. 4 pp. 822-26) which ranked schools on the basis of their publishing output. This ranking, then, did not depend on opinion, only on what was actually produced in 4 leading Economics journals. The journals were the "American Economic Review", the "Journal of Political Economy", the "Quarterly Journal of Economics", and "Econometrica". Articles published during 1978-1983 were included.

How did Notre Dame rank? In the top 27, as our undergraduates ranked? No. In the top 31, as our professors' pay ranks? No. In the top 67? No. Top 100? No. Notre Dame ranked 121st. A school with an endowment in the top 20 ranked below 21 schools without doctoral programs. It ranked below all the Big Ten schools. It ranked below all the Pac 10 schools. It was not even the best Catholic school. It was outranked by Boston College (59), Washington University at St. Louis (85) and Georgetown (90).

Why has the Notre Dame faculty performed so poorly? In part, it is because they have been rewarded for seniority, not for publishing new ideas. In part, there is a group mentality which does not believe in excellence - such as Mr. Gordon.

It is relatively easy to have a highly paid faculty, if you have generous, supportive alumni. That Notre Dame certainly has had. What we have not had is critical scrutiny of what we've been getting for our money.

Our physical plant keeps improving, with a new graduate women's residence soon to be built. Last year Notre Dame had 2 Rhodes Scholars, ranking us in the top 5 nationally.

So, with a strong undergraduate body and strong financial resources, we might expect the graduate school and faculty to be highly ranked as well. They are not.

We do not now have a faculty worthy of its alumni, worthy of its undergraduate, worthy of its pay. We will not have the faculty we have paid so much for until we get rid of the deadwood.

We need deans who will monitor and, yes, shake up their departments to let them know that mediocrity is not enough. We need administrators who will not give pay raises based on seniority, but on production. We need early retirement plans. We need professors who believe that they can be and should be: both first rate teachers and scholars. And we need a Vice President who will say and believe Notre Dame is not yet in the top 10, but it soon will be - and that's our goal.

Christopher J. Ryan is a 1978 graduate of Notre Dame and is currently the Vice President of Forbes Information Services, Inc.
Women's lib has yet to hit France

Mary Berger

As we were leaving the last training lecture, it occurred to me that the visit of Flora, a French female from Lyon, to this country, was the first visit of a French female to the school. Her story was told at a Saturday meeting and it was a story that was told in English.

Her name is Diane and she is a 22-year-old student at the University of Lyon. She came to the United States to study and work in the area of women's studies. She has been studying for three years and she is now a senior. She has been working on a project that will be submitted to the program in April.

Diane is an active participant in the feminist movement and she is involved in many organizations. She is a member of the Student Action Network, a group that works to promote women's rights and social justice. She is also a member of the Women's Studies Program at the university, and she is involved in many of the organizations that support the program.

Diane's story is one of hope and challenge. She is a woman who has overcome many obstacles to achieve her goals. She is a woman who has the courage to speak out and stand up for what she believes in. She is a woman who has the strength to overcome the challenges of her culture.

Her story is one that should be told to women all over the world. It is a story of hope and inspiration. It is a story of the power of women to change the world. It is a story of the power of women to overcome the challenges of their culture.

Diane is a woman who has overcome many obstacles to achieve her goals. She is a woman who has the courage to speak out and stand up for what she believes in. She is a woman who has the strength to overcome the challenges of her culture.

Her story is one that should be told to women all over the world. It is a story of hope and inspiration. It is a story of the power of women to change the world. It is a story of the power of women to overcome the challenges of their culture.
"Corn-fed chicks" welcomed back

Associated Press

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - Tennessee's Lady Volunteers padded into the airport early Saturday, day holding one NCAA women's national championship trophy and another piece of corn.

The trophy was for their 67-44 basketball victory over Louisiana Tech on Sunday, which broke a string of seven Tennessee appearances in the Final Four without a championship.

The corn, supplied by a local farmer as they arrived from Austin, Texas, was a joke stemming from a postgame comment by Cindy Brown of Long Beach State, the Lady Vols' semifinal victim.

Referring to the Lady Vols' physical style of play, Brown complained about some "cheap shots out there. But what do you expect from big, corn-fed kids like that?"

Kathy Spinks, Tennessee's 6-foot-2, five-pound forward, was first into the airport lobby and, with corn held high, said, "If that's what it takes to get a championship, I'll eat it all year.""}

The Lady Vols feasted on their postseason opponents after weathering a 54-52 setback in late January and early February and being bumped from the Southeastern Conference Tournament by Auburn.

The championship was the first for Coach Pat Head Summitt in eight trips to the women's Final Four.

**Sports Briefs**

Bookstore basketball referees will have an organizational meeting Thursday, April 2, at 7:30 p.m. at the Little Theatre in LaFortune. Anyone interested in officiating is encouraged to attend. For more information or to sign up before the meeting, contact Warren Berry at 232-1206.

Women's Bookstore basketball late sign-ups will be held today from 3 to 5 p.m. at the An Tostal offices in LaFortune. A $1 entry fee is needed to sign-up.

The An Tostal ultimate frisbee tournament will have an organizational meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Little Theatre for those interested in forming teams. For more information contact Pat Dunne at 232-1206.

The All-Tournament team consists of MVP Keith Smith, Indiana teammate Steve Allred, Syracuse forward Derrick Coleman, guard Sherman Douglas, and Armon Gilliam of UNLV. Associated Press

The Chicago Cubs have acquired veteran catcher Jim Sundberg from the Kansas City Royals. In return, the Royals receive pitcher Dave Gumpert and outfielder Thad Bosley. Associated Press

David Rivers

JACKET to 10 countries and washed it just

WAS GIVEN TO ME BY MY BEST FRIEND, SO PLEASE CALL KATY...

WOMEN FROM 4A: THANKS FOR THE BEST...

STordova: all belonging (including...

DOES ANYTHING? TAKE THE TOP 10 FOR NEXT-DATE CLASSIFIEDS. DEADLINE FOR NEXT-DATE CLASSIFIEDS IS 3 P.M. ALL CLASSIFIEDS MUST BE POSTED IN PERSON OR BY MAIL. THE CHARGE IS 10 CENT PER CHARACTER.
The Observer

Tuesday, March 31, 1987 - page 10

**The official sign of spring**

The Observer presents: "Blind River"

Tonight

9:00-10:30

at

THEODORE'S

The official sign of spring

ODN presents: THE LAW & BLIND RIVER

TONIGHT

9:00-10:00

at

THEODORE'S

$5 donation requested to aid 3rd world

OPEN HOUSE

Wed April 1

7:00-9:00

2nd Floor LaFortune

Come and see about positions and opportunities for you with Student Government next year.

---

**Bookstore continued from page 16**

This is the squad which, for the past two years, has calculated the wind velocity with slide rules and proceeded to hit half-court shots. They'll need more than math skills on the court today as they face Verkler Construction, a team led by former NCAA Division I basketball player, male or female, per team. Also, only three varsity football players, or two football players and a Division I basketball player, are allowed on one team.

Another rule that is part of the uniqueness of Bookstore Basketball is that games are played regardless of weather conditions. It has not been unusual to see thunderstorms and snow fall on the campus during the tournament, but the games go on. Also, no substitutions or timeouts are allowed. Free throws and field goals are worth one point, and the games are played to 21.

In 1978, the tournament was given national attention in a four-page Sports Illustrated article in the May 15 issue. The writer, Rick Telander, joined a team underiever and did not interview players openly to avoid glory-seeking students.

"I've never seen a campus where sports are more important," said Telander. "Even in the calmer of times Notre Dame can resemble an Olympic training village."
Gymnastics Club takes combined title in Clover Classic

In the first annual Clover Classic last weekend at the Angela Athletic Facility, the Gymnastics Club closed its season exactly the way it wanted. Notre Dame won the combined men and women’s overall competition in its own meet, beating the University of Chicago, Indiana, Miami of Ohio, and Purdue.

Leading the way for the Irish was Jen Hoover, who placed third all-around for the women, and Paul Nowak and Matt Sennett, who placed first and second, respectively, in the men’s all-around.

"It was by far our best meet," said Nowak. "Just the last two weeks, we’d been working out really hard. Earlier we had people hurt, but this time everyone was helping out. It was fantastic."

Opening its spring season in fine fashion, the Rugby Club’s A team destroyed St. Bonaventure at home, 33-0. The B team also won in a shutout, 13-0, and the C team tied St. Bonaventure, 4-4.

"I think all around for the first game we did pretty well," said Club Vice-President Tim O’Connell. "The scrum played pretty well together, and the backs were really quick and passed very well. Notre Dame goes to Chicago this Saturday to face a men’s club team, the South Side Irish. "They’re pretty good," said O’Connell. "It should be one of our toughest matches of the year."

While the Men’s Volleyball Club lost its third straight match against varsity competition last weekend, the team’s performance encouraged the Irish, who now stand at 19-5.

Notre Dame lost to Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne, ranked eleventh in the nation, 7-15, 5-15, 8-15, but team members felt they played better in this match than they did in their two previous matches against varsity teams. The Irish have a 19-3 record against other club teams.

"That’s the best we’ve played against a varsity team since I’ve been here," said Club President John Sullivan. "They have an All-American candidate named Ted Owen who we really shut down. Steve Megargee matches against varsity teams. The Irish have a 19-3 record against other club teams.

"Mike O’Grady has really turned into our leader," continued Sullivan. "The more the season goes on, the more we depend on him."

Steve Megargee
Club Corner
matches against varsity teams. The Irish have a 19-3 record against other club teams.

How to start your law career before you start law school.

Start with the Kaplan LSAT prep course. After taking Kaplan, thousands of LSAT students score over 40. That’s the top 10% nationwide! And candidates who score over 40 on the new LSAT enjoy the best chance of being accepted to the law school of their choice and gaining admittance to some of the country’s most prestigious law schools.

Kaplan LSAT prep course could be the key to your law school admission.

Before falling to Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne, the Irish cruised past another club team, beating Michigan at home, 13-15. After last weekend’s loss, the first game, 12-15, the Irish swept the next three sets, 15-10, 15-8, 15-5, to take the match.

The Fastpitch Softball Club will host a tournament this Saturday in dils first event of the year. The Notre Dame Team, Dame, Marquette, College of Lake Co., and Purdue-Hammond.

Malloy continued from page 16
enough, All the President’s Men. There first game will be Sunday at 6:45 p.m. on Bookstore Court 10.

"We have three people back from last year, and one new person from Morrisssey," said Malloy. "I’ve played with teams from the seminary, but recently I’ve played with teams from St. Mary’s. It’s usually arbitrary who I end up laying with but once I play with people I usually stay with them all the way through."

"Malloy’s love for basketball has long been known by his friends and the residents of Sorin Hall where he resides. He played high school basketball for Archbishop Carroll High School in Washington, D.C., along with Georgetown basketball head coach John Thompson.

"We were mythically rated the number one team in the country for two years in a row by Parade Magazine," Malloy said. "It was the first team in Washington that got a lot of notoriety and of course there have been a lot of good teams from there since."

"I came to Notre Dame on a basketball scholarship. I never played as successfully here as I would have liked and as a result I got involved in a lot of other things. Since then basketball has been fun. I like to play it for the exercise and companionship—but it’s a relatively small part of my life even though I enjoy it.

"Malloy said, "I’m in decent shape for my age," said Malloy. "During the school year I tend to play basketball twice a week. We play pretty vigorously. Then I run maybe one other day if it’s warm enough. For me, it’s a form of exercise and a way of being with the students. People think it’s odd that I play basketball and it doesn’t bother me. People get used to it and how the show must go on."

"I remember one championship game," recalls Malloy, "in the midst of a thunderstorm with lightning flashing, people were sitting in trees and there was so much weather on the court you couldn’t see. Another year there was a complete blizzard, and people wore mittens and nobody could run. You could do a kind of keep upright. That’s all part of the tradition, too. That’s not basketball—I don’t know what it is—I guess it’s just Bookstore Basketball."
Irish golfers fade to eighth place in Eastern Kentucky Invitational

By ORLANDO RUBIANO
Sports Writer

Good weather and good fortunes were to be close companions of the Notre Dame golf team this weekend at Eastern Kentucky. While all teams were graced with the former, the latter belonged to the host school as the Irish mustered an eighth-place finish in a field of 17. Through the first 36 holes of the 54-hole event, however, the Irish were in fifth and were in striking distance of a top-three finish.

Coach Noel O'Sullivan, who said he was pleased with his club's first-ever showing at the E. Kentucky Invitational, felt that his players may have been a bit over-aggressive on the last round, where the team dropped from fifth to eighth.

"We had high numbers on the final round, and what really hurt us was our putting," he said. "We three-putted too many times and you can't do that on a par 72 course."

The site of the tournament was Arlington C.C., which O'Sullivan described as being in excellent condition with a course rating of 74.5. E. Kentucky took advantage of its home cooking, as it edged out Northwestern by three strokes (883 to 886) to take first. Western Kentucky, Toledo, and Tennessee rounded out the top five among the top-12 golfers of a major tournament like the E. Kentucky Invitational.

Connelly paced the Irish with a respectable three-day total of 227 (76-77-74). Pat Mohan (73-75-80) finished one stroke behind in second, and John Connolly was tied for third with Douglas and Smart's 228.

Chuck Bona pitched a 237 (77-82-78) for fourth. Dick Connelly, John's older brother, had two good rounds of 75 and 74 before suffering a disastrous 83 on the final round. The elder Connelly had a total of 235.

Doug Giorgio posted a final of 253 (78-78-97). Finally, Chris Bona pitched a 237 (77-82-78) for the three rounds. The high score in each round was thrown out to arrive at a team's final score. O'Sullivan said he was encouraged about last weekend's results as the Irish prepare for their next stop at Purdue.

The club will be joined by 17 others comprising the Big Ten, MAC, and major independents. That tournament will also be a 54-hole event, with 36 being played Saturday.

O'Sullivan said he has to prepare the squad smartly, so that they do not play over-aggressively again, and at the same time not play overly conservative. O'Sullivan's hopes that the perfect balance at Purdue could be in the offing this weekend.

Irish lead.

56 seconds remaining for a 72-70 Syracuse lead.
Men's tennis team beats Ind. State, falls to Boilers in weekend action

By KELLY TOWSEND
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's tennis team headed south to face Indiana State and Purdue University this weekend. Despite leaving behind injured Mike Wallace, the Irish were in high spirits.

Notre Dame led off the weekend against Indiana State. Tim Carr set the pace for the Irish with a 6-2, 6-1 win at the number-one spot. Brian Kalbas followed this up with a 6-0, 6-0 blanking of his unlucky opponent.

Dan Walsh held off a hard-hitting challenger with a 7-5, 6-4 win, while Paul Daggs came from behind to win his match in three sets. In doubles, the Irish maintained their control to sweep the match 9-0.

Coach Tom Fallon said he was pleased with the impressive performance.

"All the men played extremely well," said Fallon. "We had a couple close matches in both the singles and doubles, but the men kept up the pressure."

Sunday, however, the tables were turned as the Irish ran into a strong Boilermaker team. Purdue came out much as Notre Dame had the previous day.

The first three men grudgingly gave way to a determined Purdue team until Dan Walsh decided to counter attack. After dropping the first set, Walsh dug in and proceeded to pound his startled opponent 6-3, 6-1. Walsh once again came into the limelight in the doubles competition as he and Paul Daggs teamed up for a 7-5, 6-2 win to make the final score, 7-2 Purdue.

When asked about the change in performances, Coach Fallon let a little humor shine through.

"Maybe these guys can't play that early in the morning," he said. "I'm not disappointed with the men. Even with a strong team, Purdue is a problem and we were affected by injuries once again."

The Irish will take this week to recuperate and prepare for their upcoming road trips to Ball State and Bowling Green.

Olmstead keys Irish to 11-10 OT victory

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Sophomore attack man and Corning, N. Y., native John Olmstead had a heroic return to New York state in the Notre Dame lacrosse team's victory over Colgate on Saturday at Hobart College.

Olmstead scored the game-winning goal for the Irish 1:25 into overtime, after recording a go-ahead tally with 1:58 remaining in leading Notre Dame to an 11-10 overtime win. The win raised Notre Dame's record to 3-2.

"It was a 9-9 game, and he scored the tenth goal with about two minutes left," said Irish head coach Rich O'Leary. "Colgate scored with about 1:30 left, and it went into overtime. He scored the game-winner on a fast-break goal on an assist from Mike Brennan."

Notre Dame first looked as if it would breeze to an easy win away from home, as the Irish jumped to a 9-5 lead in the first three quarters. Olmstead had two early goals with two assists in leading Notre Dame to an 11-10 overtime win. The win raised Notre Dame's record to 3-2.

"Colgate went on a furious charge in the fourth quarter to tie the score, and made the match as close as O'Leary had expected."

"In a seven-minute period, they scored four goals to tie it at nine," said O'Leary. "I thought it would be close. They were undefeated, and they dinged a pretty good team in Hobart College. We had to play pretty well, and we did for three quarters."

O'Leary said he was pleased with Notre Dame's performance except for the final quarter, where the Red Raiders made their charge.

"We played three good quarters, and we did a lot of basic things well," said O'Leary. "On defense, we went with a man-to-man and zone, and it worked well except for the letup in the fourth quarter. Our clearing up was better, and we scored more goals on the fast break."

Notre Dame will go back on the road on Saturday, as the Fighting Irish will take on the Wooster Fighting Scots.

Class of 1988 Senior Portrait Sign-Ups Dining Halls 4:30-6:30 pm Monday, March 30 Thursday, April 2

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD presents

SEN. JOHN TOWER Chairman of "The Tower Commission" Investigator of the Iran/Contra Arms Deal Wednesday, April 1 8:00 pm Washington Hall

RESERVED SEATING: Tickets $2 each; available at The Cellar in the basement of the LaFortune Student Center from Thursday, March 26 to Wednesday, April 1.
Lyle takes TPC title, attracts strange crowd

Associated Press

PONTE VEDRA, Fla. -- "It was very much like the British Open," said Lyle after his victory Sunday in the Tournament Players Championship.

"Coach Knight talked to me at halftime and told me I would have to get into the game--not just get into the game, but to hit the gaps and take the jumper," Smart said.

"I was only taking what was given to me," said Smart, who scored 17 of his 21 points in the second half. The last two came on a baseline jumper with five seconds left that provided Indiana a 74-73 victory over Syracuse for the school's fifth national title.

It was a performance that earned Smart the most valuable player award.

Just as Knight had before him, Smart came to realize that Syracuse was pressuring Indiana's All-American guard, Steve Alford. So Smart got the ball instead, scoring 14 points in the last 91/2 minutes.

Syracuse also tried to deny the middle to center Daryl Thomas, so Smart was consistently able to move inside during the final minutes. He made his game-winning basket from 16 feet out on the left side.

"The play was designed to go to Steve, but he was heavily covered," said Smart, a junior-college transfer from nearby Baton Rouge. "Daryl did the smart thing. I guess, by dropping it back to me."

"I don't believe this," Smart added. "I may sit down some time next week and it'll dawn on me."

Syracuse Coach Jim Boeheim said the Orangemen did a solid job of containing Smart "most of the time, but he broke loose at the end. We played good enough defense to win the game."

Syracuse forward Howard Triche, who was guarding Smart on his game-winning shot, gave his opponent all the credit.

"He came up with a pretty good shot and made an excellent play," Triche said.

Alford, who led Indiana with 23 points, scored only one basket in the final 11:39, that coming on a fast break layup with 4:06 to play. Smart, however, picked up the slack and kept Indiana in the game.

"I don't believe this," Smart added. "I may sit down sometime next week and it'll dawn on me."

Syracuse Coach Jim Boeheim said the Orangemen did a solid job of containing Smart "most of the time, but he broke loose at the end. We played good enough defense to win the game."

Syracuse forward Howard Triche, who was guarding Smart on his game-winning shot, gave his opponent all the credit.

"He came up with a pretty good shot and made an excellent play," Triche said.

Alford, who led Indiana with 23 points, scored only one basket in the final 11:39, that coming on a fast break layup with 4:06 to play. Smart, however, picked up the slack and kept Indiana in the game.


**Today**

**Today’s Events**

- **Bloom County**
- **Beer Nuts**
- **Mark Williams**

**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**
1. Papal name
2. 49 Came to a halt
3. Field measures
4. Knocks
5. Marathon man
6. Vegetable site
7. Exploits
8. Strange
9. Strange
10. Rejection cue
11. Vessel
12. Peer
13. Musical notation
14. British word: "up"
15. Industrial
16. Watercourse
17. Meat cut
18. Intersections
19. Earth
20. Comic Bruce
21. Tugs
22. Gaetic
23. Snocce—
24. Root beverage
25. 50 Root beverage
26. Pension acct.
27. Taunts
28. Pismires
29. Lowest deck
30. Brilliant
31. At a loss
32. Rejection cue
33. hearty
34. 49 Came to a halt
35. Before
36. Certain joints
37. Certain joints
38. Pronoun for "I"
39. Ran out
40. Vegetable site
41. Pencil
42. Knocks
43. Field measures
44. Agate
45. Jacob’s father
46. Printer's mark
47. Central
48. Toothed wheel
49. Came to a halt
50. Root beverage
51. Toothed wheel
52. Workshop tool
53. Common brew
54. Stencil features
55. Presidental nickname
56. 49 Came to a halt
57. Napoleonic
58. Dutch treat
59. Use
60. Workshop tool
61. Universe
62. —fixe
63. Celtic land
64. Equestrian gear
65. Musical notation
66. Victor
67. Victory site
68. Encased
69. Papal name
70. Pitcher
71. Ready for battle
72. Gaelic
73. Snocce—
74. Down
75. Acid Lane—
76. Incensed
77. Herz's consort
78. Taunts
79. Lowest deck
80. At a loss
81. Vessel
82. 49 Came to a halt
83. 49 Came to a halt
84. 49 Came to a halt
85. 49 Came to a halt
86. 49 Came to a halt
87. 49 Came to a halt
88. 49 Came to a halt
89. 49 Came to a halt
90. 49 Came to a halt
91. 49 Came to a halt
92. 49 Came to a halt
93. 49 Came to a halt
94. 49 Came to a halt
95. 49 Came to a halt
96. 49 Came to a halt
97. 49 Came to a halt
98. 49 Came to a halt
99. 49 Came to a halt
100. 49 Came to a halt

**DOWN**
1. Canvas
2. Fiber plant
3. Ily
4. Beatles member
5. Stress Adams
6. Vegetable site
7. Brown
8. Field measures
9. Marathon man
10. Came to a halt
11. Came to a halt
12. Came to a halt
13. Came to a halt
14. Came to a halt
15. Came to a halt
16. Came to a halt
17. Came to a halt
18. Came to a halt
19. Came to a halt
20. Came to a halt
21. Came to a halt
22. Came to a halt
23. Came to a halt
24. Came to a halt
25. Came to a halt
26. Came to a halt
27. Came to a halt
28. Came to a halt
29. Came to a halt
30. Came to a halt
31. Came to a halt
32. Came to a halt
33. Came to a halt
34. Came to a halt
35. Came to a halt
36. Came to a halt
37. Came to a halt
38. Came to a halt
39. Came to a halt
40. Came to a halt
41. Came to a halt
42. Came to a halt
43. Came to a halt
44. Came to a halt
45. Came to a halt
46. Came to a halt
47. Came to a halt
48. Came to a halt
49. Came to a halt
50. Came to a halt

**SAB presents THIS WEEK’S EVENTS**

- **Tuesday**
  - Bookstore B-ball begins
- **Wednesday**
  - Senator Tower of Tower Commission
  - 8pm Wash Hall-
  - geht set at The Cellar
- **Thursday**
  - "Spinal Tap"-movie at EG aud.
- **Friday**
  - "Pretty in Pink"-Nazz Competition at Stepan
- **Saturday**
  - ND/SMC Charity Ball
  - South Dining Hall

**The Daily Crossword Solution**

```
ACROSS
1. Papal name
2. Came to a halt
3. Field measures
4. Knocks
5. Marathon man
6. Vegetable site
7. Exploits
8. Strange
9. Strange
10. Rejection cue
11. Vessel
12. Peer
13. Musical notation
14. British word: "up"
15. Industrial
16. Watercourse
17. Meat cut
18. Intersections
19. Earth
20. Comic Bruce
21. Tugs
22. Gaetic
23. Snocce—
24. Root beverage
25. 50 Root beverage
26. Pension acct.
27. Taunts
28. Pismires
29. Lowest deck
30. Brilliant
31. At a loss
32. Rejection cue
33. hearty
34. 49 Came to a halt
35. Before
36. Certain joints
37. Certain joints
38. Pronoun for "I"
39. Ran out
40. Vegetable site
41. Pencil
42. Knocks
43. Field measures
44. Agate
45. Jacob’s father
46. Printer's mark
47. Central
48. Toothed wheel
49. Came to a halt
50. Root beverage
51. Toothed wheel
52. Workshop tool
53. Common brew
54. Stencil features
55. Presidental nickname
56. 49 Came to a halt
57. Napoleonic
58. Dutch treat
59. Use
60. Workshop tool
61. Universe
62. —fixe
63. Celtic land
64. Equestrian gear
65. Musical notation
66. Victor
67. Victory site
68. Encased
69. Papal name
70. Pitcher
71. Ready for battle
72. Gaelic
73. Snocce—
74. Down
75. Acid Lane—
76. Incensed
77. Herz's consort
78. Taunts
79. Lowest deck
80. At a loss
81. Vessel
82. 49 Came to a halt
83. 49 Came to a halt
84. 49 Came to a halt
85. 49 Came to a halt
86. 49 Came to a halt
87. 49 Came to a halt
88. 49 Came to a halt
89. 49 Came to a halt
90. 49 Came to a halt
91. 49 Came to a halt
92. 49 Came to a halt
93. 49 Came to a halt
94. 49 Came to a halt
95. 49 Came to a halt
96. 49 Came to a halt
97. 49 Came to a halt
98. 49 Came to a halt
99. 49 Came to a halt
100. 49 Came to a halt

DOWN
1. Canvas
2. Fiber plant
3. Ily
4. Beatles member
5. Stress Adams
6. Vegetable site
7. Brown
8. Field measures
9. Marathon man
10. Came to a halt
11. Came to a halt
12. Came to a halt
13. Came to a halt
14. Came to a halt
15. Came to a halt
16. Came to a halt
17. Came to a halt
18. Came to a halt
19. Came to a halt
20. Came to a halt
21. Came to a halt
22. Came to a halt
23. Came to a halt
24. Came to a halt
25. Came to a halt
26. Came to a halt
27. Came to a halt
28. Came to a halt
29. Came to a halt
30. Came to a halt
31. Came to a halt
32. Came to a halt
33. Came to a halt
34. Came to a halt
35. Came to a halt
36. Came to a halt
37. Came to a halt
38. Came to a halt
39. Came to a halt
40. Came to a halt
41. Came to a halt
42. Came to a halt
43. Came to a halt
44. Came to a halt
45. Came to a halt
46. Came to a halt
47. Came to a halt
48. Came to a halt
49. Came to a halt
50. Came to a halt
```
Indiana claims national championship thriller

IU beats Orangemen, 74-73 behind Smart’s clutch play

Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Keith Smart, a junior college transfer, scored 17 of his 21 points in the second half last night, including the game-winner with five seconds left, to give Indiana a 74-73 victory over Syracuse and earn Coach Bob Knight his third NCAA basketball title.

Smart, the most valuable player, grabbed the rebound of Howard Triche’s miss and drove for a goal to cut the Orangemen’s lead to 73-72. He hit the game-winner from just inside the 3-point mark at the baseline as the Hoosiers finished the season with a 30-4 record.

Syracuse had its chances. But Triche missed the second of two free throws with 38 seconds left and Coleman missed a 1-and-1 with 28 seconds remaining.

As time ran out, Smart intercepted Derrick Coleman’s floor-length desperation pass.

Indiana coach said. "A lot of things have got to go through your mind when you make a second guess and defended Boeheim’s decision vehemently.

"With that time left, he doesn’t want to foul going over the back for a rebound," the Indiana coach said. "A lot of things have got to go through your mind when you make a second guess and defended Boeheim’s decision vehemently.

On Coleman’s shot, Syracuse Coach Jim Boeheim pulled in the final seconds of regulation and ready to play.

By BRIAN O’GARA

Previews the tournament and looks at Monk Malloy’s participation in the tourney.

Steve Beuerlein and Mike Kovalski will return to defending champion Lee’s BBQ in this year’s Bookstore Basketball Tournament. Brian O’Gara

see BOOKSTORE, page 10

see MALLOY, page 11

see CHAMPS, page 12

see BOOKSTORE, page 10

Hoosiers win title, but Knight’s not sure team’s ‘real good’

Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Indiana is in the lead of college basketball. Coach Bob Knight, however, still isn’t sure if the Hoosiers are the best.

“I’m still not sure we’re a real good basketball team,” he said after Indiana beat Syracuse 74-73 Monday night.

“We came within a couple of seconds of losing to LSU (in the Midwest Regional finals), and within a couple of seconds of losing to Syracuse. We will not go down in history as one of the dominant NCAA champions.”

The often volatile Knight kept his composure almost throughout, rarely yelling at his players or the officials.

More often, he leaned back on his chair in frustration when mistakes were made, sometimes holding his head or covering his eyes.

Early in the second half, Keith Smart, who would later score the winning basket with five seconds left, irked Knight with an errant pass that resulted in a turnover.

Knight immediately lifted the 6-foot-1 guard, inserting reserve Joe Hillman.

“Did he do it to settle me down,” Smart said. “It was a big game and it was a chance to gather my thoughts. I thank him for putting me back in.”

When it was over, Knight immediately lifted 6-foot-2 guard, inserting reserve Joe Hillman.

Knight said that during the second quarter, he planned Indiana’s last play.

Heir to the throne, Knight’s sideline demeanor was quiet most of the game.

Once in the second half when it appeared that Syracuse’s Rony Seikaly might be called for goaltending, the entire Indiana bench leaped up and protested the block. Knight was the only one still in his seat.

When Syracuse opened an eight-point lead, Knight showed no emotion and reached the same way at an Indiana spurt that wiped out that margin and put the Hoosiers in front.

Twice in the final moments, he used an old coach’s trick, calling a timeout as an opposing player prepared to shoot free throws. It worked each time.

Syracuse senior Howard Triche missed the second of two shots following Knight’s first timeout, and forward Derrick Coleman was short with his attempt after the second timeout, giving Indiana the ball and 28 seconds to score the winning basket.

Indiana is in a celebrating mood after the Hoosiers defeated Syracuse for the national championship last night. AP stories appear at right and below.

Bookstore XVI tips off today

BY BRIAN O’GARA

Sports Writer

It’s here. Today marks the last day of March and the first day of Bookstore Basketball XVI, the world’s largest basketball tournament.

Recent chilly weather has not kept students off the courts, as 603 teams gear up for four weeks of basketball to be culminated when the Bookstore Basketball XVI champion is crowned on the Sunday of An Tostal. The tournament will begin today with the 6th annual Hall of Fame game at 4 p.m. on Bookstore Court 9.

The Hall of Fame game will feature the return of The Empathus Constrict-